Moving to an active learning mode of teaching requires a fair amount of change across a variety of dimensions. There is a mental mindset adjustment, changes to class structure, prep work to develop, new tools to learn, and new ways of interacting with teaching assistants (TAs), who can range from sophomore undergraduates to graduate students. Because this type of teaching can be so different, we propose that a collaborative/interactive model at multiple levels is the best way to bring faculty and TAs on board for a particular course. For inexperienced instructors, a team-teaching model is employed so that more senior teaching faculty can help scaffold the teaching experience for less experienced faculty members. By sharing the workload, new classes can be created quickly to address emerging needs within the department. At the same time, pedagogies, best practices, and important tacit knowledge can be shared among instructors, a way to apply active learning to the act of education itself.

TAs face the same challenges as they transition into teaching roles. Departments and university systems often do not provide explicit training for new TAs. There is an assumption that new TAs will shift effortlessly from their current role as students to being able to teach, grade, and interact with students effectively. This puts a lot of pressure on new TAs and can reduce their potential effectiveness. Often, through informal mentorship, TAs learn how to perform their roles and then improve over time as they gain experience. By designing the graduate and undergraduate teaching team with formal mentorship, it is possible to ensure a smoother transition for new TAs, reduce the load on the instructor to personally mentor each new student, and provide more senior TAs with valuable mentorship experience.

Both formal and informal mentorship offer an important scaffold to help new teaching team members develop their skills and transition into their new roles. By adopting these two models of mentorship, the stepping stone model (Roberts, Kassianidou, & Irani, 2002) and team teaching, we are able to create a better teaching environment. These models have helped us to reduce the workload, provide opportunities for learning and skill development, and ensure that tacit knowledge is preserved across multiple semesters for all members of the teaching team.
An important aspect of the stepping stone mentorship model is the idea that each individual is mentored by someone who is close to them in terms of the next step they would take in their personal or career progression. So, having a sophomore student mentored by a TA who is a junior or senior undergraduate helps the student not only learn the material but it also allows them to see how students behave and what they know how to do at the next level. A senior TA probably does not need to learn about the higher-level course management from the professor; that is likely more salient to the doctoral-level TA, who is potentially going to move to some other institution and be in charge of their own courses.

**Faculty-to-Faculty Mentoring**

Mentoring faculty about active learning teaching practices has been a major thrust of effort in the CCI. In this section we highlight two aspects of this: pair teaching and the role of the Center for Education Innovation in creating a supportive community of practice.

**Pair Teaching**

One of the practices that we have found very beneficial in our college is the use of pair teaching for newly flipped classes. We have three cases of classes that were previously taught in a traditional lecture format but have been completely restructured as FFAL classes. One of these classes is described in detail in Chapter 3: A Fully-Flipped Active Learning Course. The amount of work required to make this major transition is tremendous; typically, a summer is devoted to preparation of materials, creating a structure, and setting up the technology needed for the class. In all three cases, we had two faculty involved the first semester. Involving two faculty in the course transformation process helps split the workload. The two faculty involved

---

**Figure 8.1.** A modified stepping stone model of mentoring. The arrows that loop back to the same cells represent the idea that students may mentor each other, and, if you have multiple senior undergraduate (UG) teaching assistants (TAs), they may also mentor and teach one another.
A major benefit of this pair teaching approach allows a faculty member with expertise in flipping classes and teaching classes in the flipped style to share that expertise with another faculty member. While this may be seen as expensive in terms of teaching resources, the cost is only for one semester, and it has the effect of increasing the active learning teaching capacity within a department.

In our CCI, an FFAL version was created for the very first programming course, and two instructors (Associate Professor Latulipe and Senior Lecturer Long) were involved in that development and in teaching the initial offering. Both Latulipe and Long then worked to develop a fully flipped model of the subsequent programming class. Long continued to teach the second class as an FFAL class and then cotought it with an associate professor to help her learn the FFAL approach. The associate professor has since gone on to create an FFAL version of the third programming course at the sophomore level. When developing and teaching it for the first semester, they worked with Associate Dean Perez-Quinones, who had no direct experience with the FFAL approach, but had domain knowledge having taught a similar programming course for many years. Having an associate dean involved also helped the college administration gain a better understanding of the challenges and benefits of active learning. Long continues to teach that class as an FFAL course.

**Community of Practice**

Our college has also developed a series of Summer Institute for Active Learning programs to help our faculty share how to teach computing courses this way. These summer institutes are run through the Center for Education Innovation within the CCI. This center and the summer workshops and pedagogy luncheons throughout the year have served to create a supportive community of practice in which faculty can mentor each other (Frevert et al., 2018; Maher et al., 2016). Indeed, we have applied the stepping stone model of mentorship to the way the Summer Institutes are run and have assigned faculty members who have previously participated in the workshops to be senior mentors.

Faculty-to-faculty mentoring within our college has helped our faculty learn about the process of flipping a course, about the tools used for supplying appropriate prep work to students and for conducting active learning in the classroom, and about how to structure teams and course work to scaffold student success. However, the mentoring also allows the more experienced FFAL faculty to share their philosophy about teaching and their attitude toward students. The FFAL faculty in our college have engaged in a practice of data-driven responsive teaching. Instead of throwing up our hands in frustration and saying things like: “These students coming in don’t know anything! How can I be expected to teach them Z when they don’t know X and they can’t do Y,” our faculty look at the backgrounds of students coming into the classes and then share that aggregate data with the class. They express an attitude that says: “You may not have had the same exposure to this material as someone sitting beside you, but
that doesn’t mean you are less capable of becoming a good software developer.” We believe that this attitude and the exploration of the data around student backgrounds and preparations help our faculty.

All of this faculty mentorship has led to much more collaborative teaching in some of our higher-level core classes. For example, we now have three faculty members teaching three sections of our Networking and Operating Systems class, and all of them are teaching the class as FFAL, sharing resources and even having joint discussion forums for students across the sections. We also have two faculty members teaching sections of Software Engineering and sharing active learning resources and content. Similar arrangements are happening across some sections of our introductory programming courses. This collaborative teaching enhances the student experience because the faculty are able to do more active learning when the activities are jointly created and shared.

**TA Mentorship Cycle**

While mentorship among faculty can help spread active learning practices, the role of TAs in supporting active learning in classrooms cannot be overlooked. TAs can make a major difference in the student learning experience. In this section, we describe how we have created a cycle of mentoring across various levels of TA (graduate, senior undergraduate, junior undergraduate) experiences.

One of the issues with teaching at the college level is that faculty members might get assigned a new TA every semester and not think that they have any say in the matter. Such a high turnover rate leads faculty members to not consider how best to make use of TAs in their classes and so regard the TAs as simply graders. This means that the work experience for the TA is not engaging and, in fact, is mostly seen as unimportant drudgery. Thus, many TAs do not stay with a course longer than one semester and search for newer and better opportunities. By providing more enriching teaching experiences that allow them room for professional development, we can retain these TAs and ensure better continuity in the course from semester to semester. This continuity is important because a lot of tacit knowledge is hard to document (or is very time consuming to document), especially in courses that are flipped and have extensive active learning components.

**TA Team Responsibilities**

In the Data Structures class, the TA team typically consists of three to seven undergraduate hourly TAs, depending on the size of the class. Under the guidance of the professor, the TAs are responsible for different aspects of the course. These responsibilities may include testing in-class lab activities before class, reviewing test questions, checking students off as they complete labs, developing or testing the individual programming assignments, grading assignments, setting up assignments in the autograding system, running submitted programming assignments through the plagiarism detection system, answering questions on the class discussion forum, planning and conducting help sessions (especially around the time that assignments are due), and proctoring tests. A TA typically runs the podium laptop with the
Poll Everywhere quiz while the instructor moves around the classroom. The TAs have weekly meetings with the professor to keep the class on track, divide up grading, brainstorm class improvements, and deal with any issues that come up. Because each TA takes charge of a few of these aspects of the class, they feel some ownership in the success of the class as a whole, and that adds to the integrity of the classroom experience.

TAs in the two most recent semesters have developed their own infrastructure. They have set up a code version management repository for managing the testing and refinement of assignments. They have also set up Discord servers with different channels for faculty and TAs to conduct asynchronous discussion of assignments, labs, tests, etc. The Discord server helps manage tasks and facilitate communication, but it also serves as a platform for discussion of new ideas to improve the class. It has become a small online community, and the TAs and faculty end up supporting each other through this medium. At the end of one semester, one of the TAs announced to all on the Discord server that they were having a games day at their place and the other TAs were all invited. This demonstrates that the TA team can become a cohesive community.

Many classes in CCI use a discussion forum to encourage conversations that extend beyond the classroom. We use Piazza as our discussion forum software because it integrates with our learning management system that students use to submit assignments and obtain course material. While the professor and all the TAs generally monitor the Piazza class discussion forum, one of the TAs is typically assigned to decide a schedule for when a TA is going to monitor the Piazza discussion forum for each weekend over the semester so that everyone takes turns. The person in charge of monitoring Piazza on any given weekend is not in charge of answering every question but rather alerting another TA or the faculty member if an issue comes up that they need to address.

One of the most critical roles of TAs in the Data Structures class is running weekly help sessions. These sessions may give more in-depth examples of some of the programming skills needed or how to make use of some of the digital tools that are part of the course. During weeks when assignments are due, the TAs help students understand the assignment requirements, help students work through approaches to finding solutions, and sometimes help students debug their code. Thus the review sessions not only serve as a source of technical help, but also they often turn into collaborative work sessions for students. Students in the help sessions have been observed to figure out a problem and then go and help other students who are having the same problem. This is an indication of the comfort in the classroom, and it is also an indication that our model for mentorship is adopted informally among students in the class. Students can get to know other students in these help sessions, so they become a source of friendship, in part because the TAs work hard to create a casual, safe space.

**TA Mentoring: Instructor to Graduate**

Instructors help new graduate TAs move into the position of teaching the class by showing them how to manage the class, generate new material, and guide the teaching staff. They also spend a significant amount of time discussing teaching philosophy, especially why they are
teaching the class as an FFAL class. The professor and graduate TAs have informal discussions about the various challenges, how data are collected to make evidence-based improvements, and how the teaching experience differs from a traditional lecture class. These discussions occur because graduate TAs are often involved in codesigning the material and the formative and summative assessments. Fostering the graduate TAs’ understanding of these classroom design decisions has a ripple effect: they are able to advocate for these aspects to students and other TAs. This is also helpful for the graduate student TA, especially if the student is a doctoral student who is planning a career in academia. It means the doctoral student can write a much more detailed and sophisticated teaching philosophy statement for their job search.

**TA Mentoring: Graduate to Undergraduate**

Graduate TAs (GTAs) typically have more experience with course content and more technical skills than undergraduate TAs, and that can be useful. However, finding or training good GTAs can be challenging. They do not typically have a lot of time to invest in their TA work, and they may feel pressure from their research advisor to spend as little time as possible on TA duties to maximize the time they spend on their research. These signals may also inadvertently or purposefully tell doctoral students that teaching is not important. Also, most doctoral students would have taken a core course taught in a traditional lecture style. They may not buy into the active learning approach and may even suffer from typical academic nostalgia: “I had to suffer through boring lectures and hard assignments with no help, so these students should, too.” Such GTAs may not be thinking about inclusive education and supporting diverse student success and therefore may not have the appropriate attitude needed for the commitment involved in teaching an FFAL class.

On the other hand, some GTAs are more inclined to consider teaching important, and these doctoral students are often enrolled in the university teaching certificate. They have a more positive attitude about their classroom-based responsibilities and really cherish the opportunities they are given to share ideas and to work directly with students. Finding great GTAs, mentoring them, and providing them with opportunities for growth as teachers can be rewarding, especially as they mentor undergraduate TAs.

There may also be GTAs who fit between these two ends of the spectrum: graduate students who think teaching is important and are interested in pedagogical innovation but are overwhelmed by their other research work and responsibilities. These graduate students could also play a role but may need more mentoring, especially with respect to time management. The ability of these GTAs to be assisted in the workload by the use of undergraduate TAs may help them see the power in the stepping stone teaching mentorship model.

Good GTAs can pass on knowledge about the content and can teach undergraduate TAs how to use the grading systems, the learning management system (including the functionality that comes with the TA role), and various other technologies that might be used in the course. In the Data Structures course, one particularly good GTA helped the undergraduate TAs learn how to set up programming assignments in the Web-Cat autograding system and how to create
and share things like lab checkoff Google forms. GTAs can also lead help sessions with senior undergraduate TAs, teaching them the best way to help students. In this case, the undergraduates may actually help the GTAs to ensure they are explaining things at the right level. Sometimes the GTAs are so far removed from having been an undergraduate that they use too much jargon and give too much detail. The undergraduate TAs can check them on that and ensure that the help sessions are at the right level for the undergraduate students.

**TA Mentoring: Undergraduate Senior to Undergraduate Junior**

Although GTAs are often more knowledgeable and better organized than undergraduate TAs, the undergraduate TAs often have much more time and energy. For instance, undergraduate TAs may be more inclined to stay after class and provide help sessions to socialize with students, helping students feel more comfortable and seeing the teaching staff as personable and approachable. This strength can also be a double-edged sword as they are constantly hungry for new and exciting opportunities. We have designed a progression that continually challenges undergraduate TAs with new and exciting tasks and roles, starting off with well-scope

One of the main roles that junior undergraduate TAs (JUTAs) perform is to debug the labs and test cases before the students in the class attempt them. New TAs are often excited about this kind of work, which would be less exciting for more senior undergraduate TAs and graduate TAs. It also gives them an opportunity to practice the material and prepare for the labs. The JUTAs often challenge themselves to create more elegant solutions than they would have submitted as students. It can be a rewarding experience for these JUTAs to breeze through assignments and labs that used to take them hours and even days. JUTAs are often likely to suggest novel ideas about how to change the class because they have most recently experienced it as a student, and they are less inhibited by “what is possible” in a class. More senior TAs may realize how difficult an idea is to implement before exploring it further. New TAs often do not know how hard it is to make changes, and so they suggest more radical ideas, which can often lead to interesting changes when adapted by more senior TAs and faculty who have a more pragmatic perspective. Finally, the JUTAs are given one important area of responsibility that is overseen by a more senior TA. Having ownership over some aspect of the course gives JUTAs pride about their work, and we have even observed cases of JUTAs bragging to students in the class about something that they implemented, managed, or fixed in the class structure or class material. This is a really good recruitment tool to get new students interested in joining the teaching staff.

The next aspect of our mentorship model involves the senior undergraduate TAs (SUTAs). To maintain undergraduate TAs’ enthusiasm and excitement, we have carefully designed a progression for JUTAs to slowly take on new challenges as they become more senior in the teaching team. After a semester or two, the enthusiasm and excitement of being an undergraduate student begins to become a driving force for them to want to try something new. At this point,
many undergraduate students leave their TA role to search for new and exciting challenges. While understandable, this can be disruptive for a teaching team. Our mentorship model was designed with this in mind. In our mentorship model, we attempt to provide different experiences for SUTAs. This maintains their enthusiasm and excitement as they begin to develop new skills and have new challenges. The main focus for SUTAs is to train and pass on their knowledge to JUTAs. They also provide supervision to help ensure that JUTAs are successfully developing skills and performing their duties. These management skills are important for when SUTAs start applying for jobs because it is a new leadership challenge for many students. Often the only leadership skills that students have at this point in their careers include group work in class and maybe some leadership roles for student organizations, so being an SUTA is a unique and exciting role for them. SUTAs are typically supervised by the graduate TAs, but they also interact frequently with the faculty members of the teaching team.

We have described how our scaffolding the experience of undergraduate TAs is not only vital for the success of teaching teams but also a mentorship model that focuses on providing balance and progression for students. JUTAs have unique benefits that they provide to the teaching team, and the roles and tasks that they perform help to ensure that they are learning new skills and feeling like an important part of a team. They are afforded opportunities to exercise agency in their role and have their own projects; however, the projects are supervised and structured in a way to ensure success. SUTAs remain engaged in the team, they develop leadership skills, and they start to train their JUTA replacements. Training their replacements ensures continuity in our mentorship process.

**Student Mentoring: Teaching Team to Students in Class**

The final aspect of our mentorship model is the relationship between the teaching team and the students in the class. Each of the different members of the teaching team has a different relationship with the students that is carefully designed to help the students and leverage the unique aspects of the teaching team. We have already described previously the different aspects of the teaching team; in this section we describe their relationships with the students.

The JUTAs are closest in experience and age to the students in the class. In our mentoring cycle, they often ask to become TAs because they have been in the class and have been helped by JUTAs. JUTAs provide a role model for becoming a TA in the class and the importance of working hard and learning the material. They can provide relatable stories about their own struggles to learn the material and how they overcame setbacks. They can also relate to student misconceptions and misunderstandings with the material. In this way, they are very approachable for students in the class. JUTAs often also stick around after class and after help sessions to socialize and discuss topics outside of the course material. In this way, they can serve as friends to the students in the class. The JUTAs are a very important part of our stepping stone mentorship model. They embody the first step in a progression from student to faculty. Their impartial and imperfect understanding of concepts can actually be a benefit in convincing students to adopt a growth mindset. Students may look at an instructor and think that they have
always been experts in the field of computing, but JUTAs give students a relatable example that expertise is developed through hard work and practice.

SUTAs are more removed from the students’ experiences; however, they may still serve many of the same roles that JUTAs serve. Because SUTAs are more removed, they can also be more impartial when interacting with students. This can be very beneficial to ensure that all students are being treated fairly. SUTAs are often managing important parts of the course, such as the autograding system and writing test cases and assignments. Thus, they are more familiar with the specifics of the assignments, an impartiality that can be beneficial; at the same time, SUTAs are still very familiar with the challenges that students face. They may be more willing to advocate for students when an assignment is difficult or a deadline should be extended. Finally, as SUTAs begin to search for jobs and other opportunities, they can provide students with important information about what additional skills should be developed, how to frame the work they do in class to impress recruiters, and about different possible careers. Often SUTAs are asked by students to stay after class to give advice about applying for internships and jobs. This is a testament to the respect that students have for SUTAs.

The GTAs are the most experienced and often the most technically sound members of the teaching team. They have completed their undergraduate degrees and are actively doing research. This allows them to solve technical problems in the class that might be too difficult or time consuming for the rest of the teaching team. They can also help students in cases where the SUTAs and JUTAs are unable to figure out a solution on their own. GTAs can also be too removed from the undergraduate students’ experiences. They can be overly technical, and they can use a lot of unfamiliar jargon. For some advanced students in the class who have significant previous programming experience, this can be exciting. It is not uncommon for more experienced students in the class to gravitate to the GTAs and to ask them for advice about hobbyist projects, graduate school, and careers in research. These students, who might otherwise be bored by the assignments, can still be motivated to attend class and help sessions to interact with the GTAs.

The instructor oversees and is responsible for all aspects of the course but delegates some of the operational aspects to TAs at various levels. The instructor is able to help students with technical problems but can often also design videos and exercises that present the material in a way that is fun and engaging. They can make the classroom environment enjoyable for students, but they can also be strict and impartial when needed to ensure that all students are treated fairly. The instructor is responsible for communicating to students important aspects at play in the classroom. They can relate the material to real-world examples, but they can also discuss important issues in technology, such as sexism, racism, and bullying and how privilege plays out in the educational system. The instructor can also present concepts from learning sciences research, such as the growth mindset and constructivist theories of cognitive development, to ensure that students have a better understanding of why their learning environment has been designed as a flipped classroom with active learning.
The help sessions run by the TAs were helpful to me.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>0 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>15 respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>13 respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>38 respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA - I never went</td>
<td>47 respondents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.2. Student perceptions about how helpful the TA help sessions were in fall 2018. While some students never attended the help sessions, more than half the class did attend them, and many students found them helpful.

Mentoring Impacts on the Student Learning Experience

When mentoring cycles are effective in active learning classes and in departments or colleges that are investing heavily in active learning, the benefits flow through to students. In our classes, we often ask for detailed anonymous feedback from students both midway through the semester and at the end of the semester. This allows us to continuously improve the classes. Here we present both data from those final class feedback surveys, as well as other sources.

We always end our anonymous feedback surveys with an open question asking students if they have any other comments or suggestions. In more recent semesters, as our mentored TA team has developed, we see this reflected in student comments. Here are comments left by students in the final course feedback surveys in various semesters (edited to show the most relevant parts of the comments):

“... Also, tutoring sessions were fantastic and your TAs tremendously helped me with the assignments and this class.” [Fall 2018]

“... You were lucky to have such an awesome group of TA’s, as was I.” [Fall 2018]

“... The TAs were also super helpful, especially during the assignments.” [Fall 2018]

“Dr. Celine, I loved your class so much! It stressed me out right to a healthy level. Basically, it pushed me, but the end goal was possible to achieve. Your TA selection is phenomenal. Brian, Kyle, and Mariah sat down with me for hours individually just to reassure that I understood the concepts. My 1213 class was done outside of UNCC and I was really scared to come into this class, but they helped me every step along the way. I could not have asked for a better semester, thanks!” [Spring 2018]

“I really liked the layout of this class.... The TAs really made this class a lot of fun and I learned a lot during the help sessions.” [Spring 2018]
It seems apparent to students that because the TAs have taken the course themselves, they are really invested in helping the students coming into the class after them to learn the material and build their skills. For example, this comment from a student demonstrates how instrumental the TA was in the student’s success in the course: “This class was overall a super positive experience for me. I had a 53% in this class in October and e-mailed Brian and he was super helpful and I ended up finishing the semester with a B, which I’m super happy with. More importantly, I feel that I’ve become a much better programmer than I was at the beginning of this semester.” [Fall 2017] One aspect of the mentoring cycle that has developed is that students in our classes see a well-functioning, cohesive team of TAs who appear to be having fun and are really engaged in the entire class experience. This looks different from many other courses where the TAs are simply used for assignment and exam grading. In these cases, the undergraduate students often do not see the TAs at all unless they meet the TA because of a grading complaint. The much more active and visible role of TAs in our course appeals to students so much that at the end of the semester students themselves want to become TAs for the course. It is amusing that in the anonymous feedback survey at the end of the semester, they ask to be considered as TAs for future semesters, as shown by these two comments:

“If there is a position for TA next semester I would love to help. I think that this class is essential to making programs more efficient. So, having a good understanding of all the new data structure we learned is essential. Brian had a big impact on me from the labs, so I would like to give another student the same impact.” [Spring 2018]

“I loved this class!!! I think it’s perfect just the way it is. If you ever need a TA please let me know I would love to help!” [Spring 2018]

In addition to the final feedback surveys, we also often give students reflection exercises throughout the semester to ask them to reflect on their own learning. In one of these reflections, we asked students to reflect on what they found most surprised them about the course. One student responded this way:

“The effectiveness of the teaching assistants. I have been in a fair amount of classes, many of which have had more TAs than this one; but I’ve never received help from a TA before beyond just telling me what the correct answer is. I am going to mention this in the course evaluation, also. I really had no idea that a class could actually be accentuated by TAs; I always thought it was only beneficial for the TAs and not necessarily for the students in the class.”

This response reflects the fact that the experiences many students have with TAs in other classes are quite limited and possibly even negative. Effective TAing can make for a really positive learning experience for students, and when it happens, students are very appreciative. We have also seen students comment about the positive experiences they can have in their educational journey when they move through a series of flipped active learning classes taught by faculty who have been mentored in our college. While not every student likes the flipped classroom, many of our students really enjoy the active learning that the flipped class enables,
and they comment on how the continuity of flipped experiences across multiple classes is positive. For example, one student left this comment in the end of semester feedback:

“Thank you for making this class in this format. Having this as a similar format to my 1212 (Bruce) and 1213 (Najjar) classes really helped me understand this class better as I was more prepared for the learning curve that comes with this style of teaching.” [Fall 2018]

Another student left this comment:

“I really like the teaching style of this class. As someone who used the flipped learning method throughout high school, it was very easy for me to transition from high school, to Prof. Najjar’s class, to yours. I hope I can take your class again in the future.” [Fall 2018]

Another student in the Data Structures course in spring 2018 sent this email to the professor of the course in the fall of 2018, asking about the common structure he has seen:

“I am curious if you and Professor Ramaprasad (or Dr. Cao or Dr. Najjar) collaborate when designing the structure of your courses’ curriculums in any way. I feel as though there are many similarities between the structure of Professor Ramaprasad’s ITSC 3146’s [Networks and Operating Systems] curriculum and the structure of your ITSC 2214’s [Data Structures] curriculum.

“I find that the flipped structure (the focus on videos and prep quizzes and the emphasis on coding and understanding over testing) in your class and Professors Cao’s [Discrete Structures], Ramaprasad’s, and Najjar’s [Intro Programming] classes very conducive to learning.” [Fall 2018]

This email demonstrates that some students are noticing the common structure and appreciating how it helps their learning. As more of our classes move toward the FFAL structure, we can expect to see more students who find that this structure provides the support they need to have effective learning experiences.

Limitations

The stepping stone mentorship model for teaching an FFAL class allows support and rich learning experiences for students because there is enough people power to sustain a wide variety of activities and help channels. However, the main limitation to this model is the cost. For a large class, having two faculty involved in the first development semester costs the college or department because one of those faculty members could be teaching something else. However, that is a one-semester cost. Having multiple undergraduate TAs involved in such a class each semester does involve resources. The undergrad TAs are paid $10 per hour. If a class has five undergraduate TAs working five to 10 hours per week, this could impose a significant cost to a department. Thus, this model is most useful for really important core classes. The model could still work scaled down to only one graduate TA and one or two undergraduate TAs. Or the undergraduate TAs could be used for fewer hours per week.
Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a case study of creating a self-sustaining, empowered TA team for a large, active learning class as well as a more broadly empowered set of faculty engaging together in active learning pedagogy as a community of practice. We have shown how the stepping stone mentoring model works across multiple levels to empower both faculty and students. We end here with the most salient points for using mentoring to promote and support active learning classes:

- Apply pair teaching to newly flipped classes to minimize workload and allow a faculty member to be apprenticed in the flipped, active learning approach.
- Develop a community of practice within your college or department to allow mentorship among faculty at different points in the active learning pedagogy path.
- Impart the active learning teaching philosophy to the TAs in your course and get them on board.
- Empower TAs to bring forward ideas to improve the class experience.
- Promote mentorship by senior TAs or graduate TAs of more junior TAs and explain the importance of continuity.
- Let TAs interact with students in class and in out-of-class help sessions as much as possible, as this leads to good students asking to join the TA team, creating a self-sustaining cycle.

Some of these practices may be more or less practical depending on resource constraints. We have been fortunate to be able to hire a number of undergraduate TAs for our large active learning classes. These TAs may only work 10 hours a week, and they are not expensive. The investment is worth it, especially for those large core courses where the student learning experience has major impacts on program retention. Having support from the department chair and college dean is critical for these endeavors to be funded and be successful.
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